Follow the map to the Zucker Natural Exploration Area in Prospect Park (or another location of your choice!) to try out these activities!

1. **Magic potions!** Start with a jar and some water and the possibilities for a magic nature potion are endless. Explore the changing sights, sounds and smells when you add dirt, leaves, water, or rocks to your potion.

2. **Nature Collage!** On your walk to through the park, collect leaves, acorns and rocks and create a beautiful nature collage on the ground. (Be sure to leave these in the park for the animals.)

3. **Go on a Nature Shapes, Textures & Colors Scavenger Hunt!** How many different things can you find?

---

*Brooklyn Nature Playtime! is funded by the Disney Conservation Fund and is a partnership between the Prospect Park Zoo, the Prospect Park Alliance and Tinkergarten.*